INSPIRED BY THE SAND AND THE SEA

The newly renovated Aquanox Spa & Fitness Center features holistic remedies to help guests relax, rejuvenate and restore balance. Performed by a team of trained specialists, our services include massages, facials, body treatments and enhancements, as well as custom-designed spa programs for a truly personalized wellness experience in Miami. Our 1,400-square-foot Fitness Center offers free weights, top-of-the-line cardio equipment and LifeFitness machines, as well as access to the locker room’s eucalyptus steam room, showers and Finnish sauna.

EXPRESS TREATMENTS

MINI FACIAL
An effective express facial comprised of cleansing, exfoliation, and moisturizing for a quick refreshing glow. Extractions not included. 25 minutes $70

QUICK FIX MASSAGE
This massage targets the back, neck and shoulders for a quick effective massage; perfect for the traveler or anyone on the go. 25 minutes $70

ASIAN REFLEXOLOGY
Alleviate tension throughout the entire body; this Asian technique applies pressure on the trigger points of the hands and feet. 25 minutes $90

PACKAGES

AQUANOX SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE
Pamper yourself from head to toe. This package includes our Aquanox Total Relaxation Massage focusing on your individual needs and our Aquanox Classic Facial designed for all skin types. 100 minutes $260

VIP PAMPER PACKAGE
Indulge and escape with this whole body ultimate experience. Start off with our South Florida Sugar Glow, then a Total Relaxation Massage followed by our Aquanox Classic Facial. 150 minutes $390

ULTIMATE COUPLES JOURNEY
Share the ultimate spa experience with that someone special. Both guests will enjoy our Aquanox Total Relaxation Massage and our Aquanox Classic Facial side by side in our couples suite. 100 minutes $540

GENERAL INFORMATION

HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday - Saturday 9:00 - 7:00 Sunday 9:00 - 5:00

RESERVATIONS
We recommend booking your spa appointments in advance to ensure the desired time is available for you.

ARRIVAL
We kindly request that you check-in a minimum of 15 minutes prior to the start of your scheduled treatment. Our treatments begin promptly as scheduled. When possible, we will accommodate late arrivals. Unfortunately, if we are unable to accommodate a late arrival, your treatment time may be shortened at the full service price.

GUEST INFORMATION
Valet parking is complimentary for spa guests. Aquanox Spa is an adult environment for relaxation and tranquility. The use of the spa and all of its facilities including locker rooms is reserved for guests 16 and older. The use of cellular phones is not permitted in the spa.

ATTIRE
A robe, slippers and locker will be provided for you upon arrival to the spa. Please disrobe to the level of your comfort.

SPECIAL HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS
Please advise our staff if you are pregnant, recovering from a recent surgery, or have any existing medical conditions.

CANCELLATION POLICY
All treatment times are reserved for you. As courtesy to all, we ask that 24 hour notice be given to cancel or change an appointment. No shows and appointments canceled inside of this time will be charged at full treatment prices.

PAYMENT AND SERVICE CHARGE
For your convenience, a 20% service charge will be automatically added to your bill. Additional gratuities are at your discretion and should reflect your satisfaction with your service.

GIFT CARDS
Gift cards are a perfect gift for any occasion and can be purchased in any denomination.
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BODY SCRUBS

SOUTH FLORIDA SUGAR POLISH
This luxurious full body exfoliation features our natural Florida sugar cane scrub rich in anti-oxidants and vitamins. An application of moisture rich body butter is then applied leaving the skin soft and glowing.
Your choice of: Key Lime, Grapefruit, Mango, Coconut, Lavender or Island Vanilla.
50 minutes $130

BODY WRAPS

SUNBURN RESCUE WRAP
Using exotic Pure Fiji Dilo oil, rich in vitamins A, B, C and E, this wrap provides instant relief and restores hydration for skin over-exposed to the hot Florida sun. While the wrap treats the body, relax and enjoy a scalp and foot massage.
50 minutes $120

COCOA BALM WRAP
A unique balm featuring coconut oil, shea butter - rich in vitamin E - helps restore depleted moisture and hydrates. Cocoa balm tones, nourishes, and leaves the skin with a healthy glow. While the wrap treats the body, relax and enjoy a scalp and foot massage.
50 minutes $120

DETOXIFYING SEAWEED BODY WRAP
This detoxifying treatment uses elements from the sea including seaweed extracts, algae and clay that cleanses and purifies the skin. This treatment uses elements from the sea including seaweed extracts, algae and clay that cleanses and purifies the skin. This treatment uses elements from the sea including seaweed extracts, algae and clay that cleanses and purifies the skin.

MASSAGE

TOTAL RELAXATION MASSAGE
This treatment features techniques from traditional Swedish massage, using long flowing strokes with light to medium pressure designed for relaxation.
50 minutes $130
80 minutes $180

AROMATHERAPY FLAME MASSAGE
Featuring warm oil from a lit organic candle infused with aromatherapy, this treatment transforms a traditional Swedish massage into an unforgettable experience.
50 minutes $140
80 minutes $190

MIAMI MUSCLE MELTER MASSAGE
Using deep tissue and sports massage techniques, this treatment is ideal for those preferring a more firming massage to release muscle pain and eliminate tension. Mild soreness may result.
50 minutes $150
80 minutes $200

NEUROMUSCULAR THERAPY MASSAGE
Intensive manipulation of the deep layers of the muscles brings relief to recent or chronic muscle tension. This massage restores and heals overexerted muscles. Mild soreness may result.
50 minutes $170
80 minutes $220

ANCIENT HOT STONE MASSAGE
The art of using heated stones to penetrate deep into the muscles. This healing massage improves circulation with Swedish massage techniques melting away tension and stress.
80 minutes $190

PRENATAL MASSAGE
This massage is designed for expectant mothers in their second or third trimester of pregnancy to pamper and comfort during this special time.
50 minutes $150

COUPLES MASSAGE
Share your spa experience with that someone special with a side-by-side total relaxation massage in our private couples suite.
50 minutes $280
80 minutes $380

FACIALS

AQUANOX CLASSIC FACIAL
This facial is individually tailored to the uniqueness of your skin. This treatment visibly smoothes skin texture while giving you a healthy glow. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $130
80 minutes $180

JUST FOR HIM FACIAL
This custom facial features a two-part exfoliation to remove dead skin cells while vitamins, minerals, and botanical-extracts improve tone and texture and address irritation associated with shaving. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $130
80 minutes $180

KEY LIME CITRUS FACIAL
Quench your skin with citrus fruit-extracts. This facial naturally brightens, stimulates the renewal of skin cells and helps restore balance. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $140
80 minutes $190

REGENERATING VITAMIN C FACIAL
This ultimate results driven facial featuring a double exfoliation with natural fruit acids to whisk away dead skin cells. The vitamin C mask delivers super antioxidants to repair free radical damage, improve pigmentation and reverse the signs of aging. This facial is perfect for those concerned about sun damage, breakouts, and uneven skin tone. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, double exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $150
80 minutes $200

COLLAGEN LIP PLUMP
An intensive hydrating mask for the lips that leaves them moist, smooth and plump.
$20

REVITAL-EYES
Awaken tired and fatigued under-eyes. This treatment helps alleviate under-eye puffiness, pigmentation, dryness, fine lines and wrinkles.
$30

EMERGIN-C POWER PEEL
This power peel includes three advanced forms of vitamin C, as well as antioxidants to remove dead skin cells, repair sun damage, smooth lines and wrinkles.
$40

ADD-ONS
(May be added to any treatment)

ULTRA MOISTORIZING HAND & FOOT TREATMENT
This unique hydrating treatment features a hand and foot massage using moisture rich massage butter. To enhance the experience, heated gloves and booties are incorporated.
20 minutes $40

RELIEF FOR TATTERED TootIES
This knock your socks off foot treatment includes a warm cleansing wrap, a down and dirty scrub, and a rescue me moisturizing foot massage.
20 minutes $50
BODY SCRUBS
SOUTH FLORIDA SUGAR POLISH
This luxurious full body exfoliation features our natural Florida sugar cane scrub rich in anti-oxidants and vitamins. An application of moisture rich body butter is then applied leaving the skin soft and glowing.
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A unique balm featuring coconut oil, shea butter - rich in vitamin E - helps restore depleted moisture and hydrates. Cocoa balm tones, nourishes, and leaves the skin with a healthy glow. While the wrap treats the body, relax and enjoy a scalp and foot massage.
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DETOXIFYING SEAWEED BODY WRAP
This detoxifying treatment uses elements from the sea including seaweed extracts, algae and clay that cleanses and purifies the skin and body. This special blend creates a mask that draws out toxins and delivers essential vitamins and minerals. This treatment smoothes, stimulates, and detoxifies your skin and body. While the wrap treats the body, relax and enjoy a scalp massage.
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MASSAGE
TOTAL RELAXATION MASSAGE
This treatment features techniques from traditional Swedish massage, using long flowing strokes with light to medium pressure designed for relaxation.
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AROMATHERAPY FLAME MASSAGE
Featuring warm oil from a lit organic candle infused with aromatherapy, this treatment transforms a traditional Swedish massage into an unforgettable experience.
50 minutes $140
80 minutes $190

MIAMI MUSCLE MELTER MASSAGE
Using deep tissue and sports massage techniques, this treatment is ideal for those preferring a much firmer massage to release muscle pain and eliminate tension. Mild soreness may result.
50 minutes $130
80 minutes $200

NEUROMUSCULAR THERAPY MASSAGE
Intensive manipulation of the deep layers of the muscles brings relief to recent or chronic muscle tension. This massage restores and heals overextended muscles. Mild soreness may result.
50 minutes $170
80 minutes $220

PRENATAL MASSAGE
This massage is designed for expectant mothers in their second or third trimester of pregnancy to pamper and comfort during this special time.
50 minutes $150

COUPLES MASSAGE
Share your spa experience with that someone special with a side-by-side total relaxation massage in our private couples suite.
50 minutes $280
80 minutes $380

FACIALS
AQUANOX CLASSIC FACIAL
This facial is individually tailored to the uniqueness of your skin. This treatment visibly smoothes skin texture while giving you a healthy glow. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $130
80 minutes $180

JUST FOR HIM FACIAL
This custom facial features a two-part exfoliation to remove dead skin cells while vitamins, minerals, and botanical extracts improve texture and address irritation associated with shaving. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $130
80 minutes $180

KEY LIME CITRUS FACIAL
Quench your skin with citrus fruit extracts. This facial naturally brightens, stimulates the renewal of skin cells and helps restore balance. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $140
80 minutes $190

REGENERATING VITAMIN C FACIAL
This ultimate results driven facial featuring a double exfoliation with natural fruit acids to whisk away dead skin cells. The vitamin C mask delivers super antioxidants to repair free radical damage, improve pigmentation and reverse the signs of aging. This facial is perfect for those concerned about sun damage, breakouts, and uneven skin tone. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, double exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $150
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AREA TREATMENTS

ADD-ONS
(May be added to any treatment)

ULTRA MOISTURIZING HAND & FOOT TREATMENT
This unique hydrating treatment features a hand and foot massage using moisture rich massage butter. To enhance the experience, heated gloves and booties are incorporated.
20 minutes $40

MILK & HONEY SCALP TREATMENT
This extraordinary Fijian experience features a nourishing scalp massage using the finest cold press virgin coconut oils.
20 minutes $45

RELIEF FOR TATTERED TOOTIES
This knock your socks off foot treatment includes a warm cleansing wrap, a down and dirty scrub, and a rescue me moisturizing foot massage.
20 minutes $50

FACIALS ENHANCEMENTS
COLLAGEN LIP PLUMP
An intensive hydrating mask for the lips that leaves them moist, smooth and plump.
$20

REVITAL- EYES
Awaken tired and fatigued under eyes. This treatment helps alleviate under eye puffiness, pigmentation, dryness, fine lines and wrinkles.
$30

EMERGIN-C POWER PEEL
This power peel includes three advanced forms of vitamin C, as well as antioxidants to remove dead skin cells, repair sun damage, smooth lines and wrinkles.
$40
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This luxurious full body exfoliation features our natural Florida sugar cane scrub rich in anti-oxidants and vitamins. An application of moisture rich body butter is then applied leaving the skin soft and glowing. Your choice of: Key Lime, Grapefruit, Mango, Coconut, Lavender or Island Vanilla.
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Using exotic Pure Fiji Dilo oil, rich in vitamins A, B, C and E, this wrap provides instant relief and restores hydration for skin over-exposed to the hot Florida sun. While the wrap treats the body, relax and enjoy a scalp and foot massage.
50 minutes $120

**COCOA BALSAM WRAP**
A unique balm featuring coconut oil, shea butter - rich in vitamin E - helps restore depleted moisture and hydrates. Cocoa balm tones, nourishes, and leaves the skin with a healthy glow. While the wrap treats the body, relax and enjoy a scalp and foot massage.
50 minutes $120

**DETOXIFYING SEAWEED BODY WRAP**
This detoxifying treatment uses elements from the sea including seaweed extracts, algae and clay that cleanses and purifies the skin. This luxurious full body treatment smoothes, stimulates, and detoxifies your skin and body. While the wrap delivers essential vitamins and minerals. This treatment creates a mask that draws out toxins and impurities using seaweed extracts, algae and clay that cleanses and purifies the skin. This treatment visibly smoothes skin texture while giving you a healthy glow. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $130
80 minutes $180

**AROMATHERAPY FLAME MASSAGE**
Featuring warm oil from a lit organic candle infused with aromatherapy, this treatment transforms a traditional Swedish massage into an unforgettable experience. This treatment is ideal for those preferring a more firm massage to release muscle pain and eliminate tension. Mild soreness may result.
50 minutes $140
80 minutes $190

**MIAMI MUSCLE MELTER MASSAGE**
Using deep tissue and sports massage techniques, this treatment is ideal for those overexerted muscles. This luxurious full body treatment smoothes, stimulates, and detoxifies your skin and body. While the wrap treats the body, relax and enjoy a scalp and foot massage.
50 minutes $170
80 minutes $220

**NEUROMUSCULAR THERAPY MASSAGE**
Intensive circulation of the deep layers of the muscles brings relief to chronic or muscle tension. This massage restores and heals overstretched muscles. Mild soreness may result.
50 minutes $170
80 minutes $220

**TOTAL RELAXATION MASSAGE**
This treatment features techniques from traditional Swedish massage, using long flowing strokes with light to medium pressure designed for relaxation.
50 minutes $130
80 minutes $180

**PRENATAL MASSAGE**
This massage is designed for expectant mothers in their second or third trimester of pregnancy to pamper and comfort during this special time.
50 minutes $150

**COUPLES MASSAGE**
Share your spa experience with that someone special with a side-by-side total relaxation massage in our private couples suite.
50 minutes $280
80 minutes $380

**FACIALS**

**AQUANOX CLASSIC FACIAL**
This facial is individually tailored to the uniqueness of your skin. This treatment visibly smoothes skin texture while giving you a healthy glow. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $130
80 minutes $180

**JUST FOR HIM FACIAL**
This custom facial features a two-part exfoliation to remove dead skin cells while vitamins, minerals, and botanical extracts improve texture and address irritation associated with shaving. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $130
80 minutes $180

**KEY LIME CITRUS FACIAL**
Quench your skin with citrus fruit extracts. This facial naturally brightens, stimulates the renewal of skin cells and helps restore balance. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $140
80 minutes $190

**SEAWEED COLLAGEN FACIAL**
An ultra hydrating facial incorporating seaweed, collagen, and vitamin C concentrate. Our seaweed mask plumps and restores your skin to a youthful glow. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $150
80 minutes $200

**REGENERATING VITAMIN C FACIAL**
This ultimate results driven facial featuring a double exfoliation with natural fruit acids to whisk away dead skin cells. The vitamin C mask delivers super antioxidants to repair free radical damage, improve pigmentation and reverse the signs of aging. This facial is perfect for those concerned about sun damage, breakouts, and uneven skin tone. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, double exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $160
80 minutes $210

**ANTI-AGING STEM CELL FACIAL**
This facial combines natural botanicals, fruit acids, and power antioxidants to improve visible signs of aging. The apple stem cell mask helps tone and tighten, delivering an immediate lifting effect to improve the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, double exfoliation and extractions.
50 minutes $170
80 minutes $220

**RELIEF FOR TATTERED TOOTIES**
This knock your socks off foot treatment includes a warm cleansing wrap, a down and dirty scrub, and a rescue me moisturizing foot massage.
20 minutes $50

**COLLAGEN LIP PLUMP**
An intensive hydrating mask for the lips that leaves them moist, smooth and plump. $20

**REVITAL-EYES**
Awaken tired and fatigued under-eyes. This treatment helps alleviate under-eye puffiness, pigmentation, dryness, fine lines and wrinkles. $30

**MILK & HONEY SCALP TREATMENT**
This extraordinary Fijian experience features a nourishing scalp massage using the finest cold press virgin coconut oils.
20 minutes $45

**ADD-ONS**
(May be added to any treatment)

**ADDITIONAL SERVICES**

**ADD-ONS**
(May be added to any treatment)

**ANNA MARIA MERE**
This extraordinary Fijian experience features a nourishing scalp massage using the finest cold press virgin coconut oils.
20 minutes $45

**RELIEF FOR TATTERED TOOTIES**
This knock your socks off foot treatment includes a warm cleansing wrap, a down and dirty scrub, and a rescue me moisturizing foot massage.
20 minutes $50

**ANNA MARIA MERE**
This extraordinary Fijian experience features a nourishing scalp massage using the finest cold press virgin coconut oils.
20 minutes $45

**RELIEF FOR TATTERED TOOTIES**
This knock your socks off foot treatment includes a warm cleansing wrap, a down and dirty scrub, and a rescue me moisturizing foot massage.
20 minutes $50

**FACIALS ENHANCEMENTS**

**COLLAGEN LIP PLUMP**
An intensive hydrating mask for the lips that leaves them moist, smooth and plump. $20

**REVITAL-EYES**
Awaken tired and fatigued under-eyes. This treatment helps alleviate under-eye puffiness, pigmentation, dryness, fine lines and wrinkles. $30

**MILK & HONEY SCALP TREATMENT**
This extraordinary Fijian experience features a nourishing scalp massage using the finest cold press virgin coconut oils.
20 minutes $45

**RELIEF FOR TATTERED TOOTIES**
This knock your socks off foot treatment includes a warm cleansing wrap, a down and dirty scrub, and a rescue me moisturizing foot massage.
20 minutes $50

**ANNA MARIA MERE**
This extraordinary Fijian experience features a nourishing scalp massage using the finest cold press virgin coconut oils.
20 minutes $45

**RELIEF FOR TATTERED TOOTIES**
This knock your socks off foot treatment includes a warm cleansing wrap, a down and dirty scrub, and a rescue me moisturizing foot massage.
20 minutes $50
50 minutes $130
wrap treats the body, relax and enjoy a scalp massage.

Aromatherapy Flaxe massage
Using warm flax seed oil infused with aromatherapy, this treatment transforms a traditional Swedish massage into an unforgettable experience.

50 minutes $140
80 minutes $190
Miami Muscle Melter Massage
Using deep tissue and sports massage techniques, this treatment is ideal for those preferring a more firm massage to release muscle pain and eliminate tension. Mild soreness may result. 

50 minutes $150
80 minutes $200
Neuromuscular Therapy Massage
Intensive manipulation of the deep layers of the muscles brings relief to recent or chronic muscle tension. This massage restores and heals overextended muscles. Mild soreness may result.

50 minutes $170
80 minutes $220
Ancient Hot Stone Massage
The art of using heated stones to penetrate deep into the muscles. This healing massage improves circulation with Swedish massage techniques melting away tension and stress.

80 minutes $190
Prenatal Massage
This massage is designed for expectant mothers in their second or third trimester of pregnancy to pamper and comfort during this special time.

50 minutes $150
Couples Massage
Share your spa experience with that someone special with a side-by-side total relaxation massage in our private couples suite.

50 minutes $280
80 minutes $380
Facials
Aquanaux Classic Facial
This facial is individually tailored to the uniqueness of your skin. This treatment visibly smoothes skin texture while giving you a healthy glow. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.

50 minutes $130
80 minutes $180
Just For Him Facial
This custom facial features a two-part exfoliation to remove dead skin cells while vitamins, minerals, and botanical extracts improve to texture and address irritation associated with shaving. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.

50 minutes $130
80 minutes $180
Key Lime Citrus Facial
Quench your skin with citrus fruit extracts. This facial naturally brightens, stimulates the renewal of skin cells and helps restore balance. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.

50 minutes $140
80 minutes $190
Seaweed Collagen Facial
An ultra hydrating facial incorporating seaweed, collagen, and vitamin C concentrate. Our seaweed mask plumps and restores your skin to a youthful glow. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, exfoliation and extractions.

50 minutes $150
80 minutes $200
Regenerating Vitamin C Facial
This ultimate results driven facial featuring a double exfoliation with natural fruit acids to whisk away dead skin cells. The vitamin C mask delivers super antioxidants to repair free radical damage, improve pigmentation and reverse the signs of aging. This facial is perfect for those concerned about sun damage, breakouts, and uneven skin tone. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, double exfoliation and extractions.

50 minutes $160
80 minutes $210
Anti-Aging Stem Cell Facial
This facial combines natural botanicals, fruit acids, and power antioxidants to improve visible signs of aging. The apple stem cell mask helps tone and tighten, delivering an immediate lifting effect to improve the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. This treatment includes skin analysis, cleansing, steam, double exfoliation and extractions.

50 minutes $170
80 minutes $220
Add-Ons
Ultra Moisturizing Hand & Foot Treatment
This unique hydrating feature includes a hand and foot massage using moisture rich massage butter. To enhance the experience, heated gloves and booties are incorporated.

20 minutes $40
Milk & Honey Scalp Treatment
This extraordinary Fijian experience features a nourishing scalp massage using the finest cold press virgin coconut oils.

20 minutes $45
Relief for Tattered Toes
This knock your socks off foot treatment includes a warm cleansing wrap, a down and dirty scrub, and a rescue me moisturizing foot massage.

20 minutes $50
Facials Enhancements
Collagen Lip Plump
An intensive hydrating mask for the lips that leaves them moist, smooth and plump.

$20
Revital-Eyes
Awaken tired and fatigued under-eyes. This treatment helps alleviate under eye puffiness, pigmentation, dryness, fine lines and wrinkles.

$30
Emergin-C Power Peel
This power peel includes three advanced forms of vitamin C, as well as antioxidants to remove dead skin cells, repair sun damage, smooth lines and wrinkles.

$40
Add-Ons (May be added to any treatment)
INSPIRED BY THE SAND AND THE SEA

The newly renovated Aquanox Spa & Fitness Center features holistic remedies to help guests relax, rejuvenate and restore balance. Performed by a team of trained specialists, our services include massages, facials, body treatments and enhancements, as well as custom-designed spa programs for a truly personalized wellness experience in Miami. Our 1,400-square-foot Fitness Center offers free weights, top-of-the-line cardio equipment and LifeFitness machines, as well as access to the locker room’s eucalyptus steam room, showers and Finnish sauna.

EXPRESS TREATMENTS

MINI FACIAL
An effective express facial comprised of cleansing, exfoliation, and moisturizing for a quick refreshing glow. Extractions not included. 25 minutes $70

QUICK FIX MASSAGE
This massage targets the back, neck and shoulders for a quick effective massage, perfect for the traveler or anyone on the go. 25 minutes $70

ASIAN REFLEXOLOGY
Alleviate tension throughout the entire body; this Asian technique applies pressure on the trigger points of the hands and feet. 25 minutes $90

PACKAGES

AQUANOX SIGNATURE EXPERIENCE
Pamper yourself from head to toe. This package includes our Aquanox Total Relaxation Massage focusing on your individual needs and our Aquanox Classic Facial designed for all skin types. 100 minutes $260

VIP PAMPER PACKAGE
Indulge and escape with this whole body ultimate experience. Start of with our South Florida Sugar Glow, then a Total Relaxation Massage followed by our Aquanox Classic Facial. 150 minutes $390

ULTIMATE COUPLES JOURNEY
Share the ultimate spa experience with that someone special. Both guests will enjoy our Aquanox Total Relaxation Massage and our Aquanox Classic Facial side by side in our couples suite. 100 minutes $540

GENERAL INFORMATION

HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday – Saturday 9:00 - 7:00 Sunday 9:00 - 5:00
RESERVATIONS
We recommend booking your spa appointments in advance to ensure the desired time is available for you.
ARRIVAL
We kindly request that you check-in a minimum of 15 minutes prior to the start of your scheduled treatment. Our treatments begin promptly as scheduled. When possible, we will accommodate late arrivals. Unfortunately, if we are unable to accommodate a late arrival, your treatment time may be shortened at the full service price.

GUEST INFORMATION
Valet parking is complimentary for spa guests. Aquanox Spa is an adult environment for relaxation and tranquility. The use of the spa and all of its facilities including locker rooms is reserved for guests 16 and older. The use of cellular phones is not permitted in the spa.

ATTIRE
A robe, slippers and locker will be provided for you upon arrival to the spa. Please disrobe to the level of your comfort.

SPECIAL HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS
Please advise our staff if you are pregnant, recovering from a recent surgery, or have any existing medical conditions.

CANCELLATION POLICY
All treatment times are reserved for you. As courtesy to all, we ask that a 24 hour notice be given to cancel or change an appointment. No shows and appointments canceled inside of this time will be charged at full treatment prices.

PAYMENT AND SERVICE CHARGE
For your convenience, a 20% service charge will be automatically added to your bill. Additional gratuities are at your discretion and should reflect your satisfaction with your service.

GIFT CARDS
Gift cards are a perfect gift for any occasion and can be purchased in any denomination.